
CHICAGO by Rayane & Keelan
We enjoyed working on Chicago and learning more about this metropolis. Personally I (Rayane) liked editing the presentation because I’m
crazy about editing. 
For me (Keelan), the most interesting part was the research on Chicago. It was a great teamwork.

EDINBURGH by Naïs & Gabriel
The project was a good way to discover more about Scotland and the Scottish culture. Naïs went for a Scottish tour five years ago and this
work brought back some good memories. To be fair, it was not easy to find some time to work together when we were not in class.
Nonetheless, we learnt very interesting facts and it was worth it.

JOHANNESBURG by Corentin & Lorenzo
We enjoyed this project because we discovered a new city and a country. 
We were impressed by the diversity of South African culture. Did you know that the inhabitants speak a lot of languages? South Africa was
ruled by different countries, and the country played an important role in history. 

LONDON by Emma & Justine
London is a beautiful city with a fantastic history. We loved the atmosphere, the mix of culture: that’s a cosmopolitan city. The Londoners are
so welcoming and smart it’s one of the characteristics of the city. Now we really want to go there soon, and you must go too!

LOS ANGELES by Angelina & Sharlyne
We were really happy to work on that metropolis and also surprised to learn things that we didn't know. I (Angelina) learn for example (and
please don’t laugh!) that Hollywood was located in California when I thought it was located in another state...
We were also surprised to learn that a lot of Hispanic people are living there. We already knew that there were some over there but not that
much.
Also, the food from LA looks great.

NEW YORK CITY by Eloïse & Chiara 
We liked to work on this project, which deals with New York because we learned a lot of things about this state. We discovered the history
and the origins of New York and also some celebrities and specific food.
New York has always been our dream city and as we worked on this topic, we definitely want to go there.

TORONTO by Iliana & Clémentine
Toronto is an attractive city thanks to its touristic sites, its worldwide known celebrities, and its high-quality universities (especially its ice
hockey team). 
Toronto is the economic capital of Canada, a safe city and a sustainable city. It was created in July 1793 and the first settlers were French.
Did you know that during the American Revolution, Toronto was a refuge for the British settlers?
We fell in love with this city. It is a complete beautiful city, and where it’s impossible to be bored. 

SYDNEY by Marie & Léa
We have loved to work together, Marie and I (Léa). We loved doing the platypus part, especially Marie. This project led us to know more
about the city, like the special dishes, the iconic animals... Somehow we didn't know that Marie Rose Byrne was born there.
In fact, that was a pleasure for us to work on this project, hope we will do another time!

VANCOUVER by Timothée & Noah
We enjoyed this experience because before working on the presentation we didn’t know a lot about Canada. But now we can say that we
learnt many iconic things that we wouldn’t have know. We especially learnt about the Commonwealth Treaty and its history.

WASHINGTON D.C. by Kaïna & Mélissa
We enjoyed the history of Washington D.C. and especially its cultural heritage. It’s a powerful city because of its influence on the world which
is very attractive: that’s what we liked the most about it.
We would love to visit the monuments and discover the architecture, meet the people who live there and learn more about American
culture.
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Chicago

 Inhabitants : 2.7 million

GDP :GDP :GDP :       689.464 $689.464 $689.464 $

HDI: 0.934 (Illinois)

Literacy rate: 70%Literacy rate: 70%Literacy rate: 70%

Iconic stuff :Iconic stuff :

Chicago is a city located in
Illinois a state a of the USA.
There a many languages
which are spoken but mainly
English and Spanish.
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EDINBURGH
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Edinburgh is the capital
city of Scotland. It is also

the most visited one.
 

Come in Edinburgh and dive
into its wonderful history !
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HDI : 0,944 (stands for Human Developement Index, measuring the developement between 0 and 1, so
when it’s close to 1 the country is developed) 

GDP : 1.751 million $ (meaning the Gross Domestic Product) 

Literacy rate : 77.90 %

Number of inhabitants : 8.419 millions 
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The City of Toronto

Literacy rate : 99.00%
HDI : 0.929
GPD : 1763 billions $
Inhabitants : 2.93 millions

Toronto is an attractive city thanks
to its touristic sites, its world wide
known celebrities, and its very good
universities. (Especially its Ice
hockey team)  

We fell in love with this city. 
It is a complete beautiful city, and
where it's impossible to be bored.

Toronto is the economic capital of
Canada, a safe city and a
sustainable city.

It was created in July 1793 and the
first settlers were French.
During the American Revolution,
Toronto was a refuge for the
British settlers.



VANCOUVER

The city of 
About Vancouver :
- HDI : 0.929%
- Literacy rate : 99%
- GDP : Vancouver =
$135 billion / Canada
$1643 billion 
-number of inhabitant :
675 218

Vancouver Hockey team 2017
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WASHINGTON DC

WASHINGTON DC (DISTRICT OF
COLOMBIA) IS LOCATED IN THE
USA, IN THE STATE OF
MARYLAND.
ITS FLAG IS WHITE WITH TWO
RED STRIPES AND THREE RED
STARS.
THE LANGUAGE SPOKEN IN
WASHINGTON DC IS ENGLISH.

ICONIC STUFFS SOME NUMBERS

NUMBER OF INHABITANTS IN
WASHINGTON DC: 7,766,925

COUNTRY HDI: 0,93 (2019)

COUNTRY GDP: 20,94 TRILLION USD
(2020)

LITERACY RATE OF WASHINGTON DC:
88,80%

MONUMENTS: THE WHITE HOUSE, THE
LINCOLN MEMORIAL, THE NATIONAL
ZOOLOGICAL PARK

SPORT: FOOTBALL

CELEBRITIES: HAILEY BAPTISTE (TENNIS
PLAYER), CHARLES BAKER (ACTOR),
DEBBIE MACOMBER (WRITTER). 

LOCATION AND LANGUAGES FLAG
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